Winners

Welcome to newsawards 2018 and to a Winners Book that
showcases our industry’s pioneering printed innovation
alongside technical, digital and commercial excellence.
We were delighted to see so many entries for the 22nd
annual Awards, including around 900 individual printed
newspaper copies from around the world, as well as
hundreds of digital and commercial business entries. They
highlighted the wealth of skill, expertise, professionalism
and creativity that news media teams deliver day in and
day out to produce world-leading printed and digital
products.
And the very best of those entries, chosen by 24
industry experts from across all disciplines, are showcased
in this celebratory book of the night.
These shortlisted entries have much in common
and show that newsbrands in all their formats have an
informative and engaging connection with their audience.
It is this connection that gives international, national,
regional and local press, in print and online, a fundamental
role in delivering to readers and advertisers a highly
trusted and relevant medium that drives real action.
Newsbrands at national and local level remain the
powerhouse for news provision in the UK, setting agendas,
forcing change, holding those in power to account, and
keeping politicians on their toes, while at the same time
entertaining and informing their audiences.
But our industry is under attack from many sides – from
those who would seek to curb our ability to investigate,
those who seek to punish us unfairly by restricting
our freedom to publish and those unwilling to pay for
accurate, insightful, factual journalism that you can trust.

Another huge issue the industry faces comes from the
digital behemoths who continue to take the lion’s share of
the ad cake.
However, there is compelling evidence of a resurgence
of trust in traditional media outlets, with local media
leading the way, as increasingly the public becomes
aware and nervous of the dangers associated with social
platforms and fake news. Quality journalism is at the
heart of democracy – but it has to be funded – and the
Cairncross review into the sustainability of the newspaper
industry is to be widely welcomed.
As chairman of the judging panels, I should like to
thank, on behalf of the newsawards team, our two judging
teams that gave a total of three days to assess the print,
digital and business entries. I am also hugely indebted to
all our sponsors for 2018 and to all those companies that
have sponsored the awards over the past 22 years. With
special thanks to Fujifilm, our headline sponsor since day
one, which remains unstinting in its support for the event.
For 2018 our thanks are also due to Google for
hosting the digital and business judging at its London
headquarters, and to Newsprinters Broxbourne and Agfa
for hosting and sponsoring the print categories judging.
As this Winners Book reveals, ours is a resilient industry.
Newsbrands have played a vitally important role in society
and democracy for more than 200 years.
Here’s to the next 200…

Gary Cullum, editor and publisher, PJ
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The Judges

The Awards

Pictured left, the Print categories judging panel
Back row, from left: Alice-Azania Jarvis, features director,
ES Magazine; Mark Clayton, operations manager,
Newsprinters (Knowsley); Trudi Williamson, deputy
chairman, Isle of Man Newspapers; David Fordham,
director, Iliffe Media Ltd; Alan Geere, editorial consultant,
journalism educator and PJ columnist; Mark Lorriman,
operations manager, Sheffield Web (Johnston Press);
Richard Furness, director of publishing, Guardian Media
Group; Lee Palmer, night operations manager, Westferry
Printers
Front row, from left: Wendy Thatcher, product manager,
quality assurance department, Harmsworth Printing;
Gary Cullum, chairman of judges, publisher and editor
PJ magazine; Stacey Golding, marketing director editorial
and product, Telegraph Media Group; Martin Wright,
plant manager, Trinity Mirror Printing Birmingham

The Grand Prix – The Total Package
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International Newspaper of the Year
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Sunday Newspaper of the Year
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Regional Daily Newspaper of the Year
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Weekly Newspaper of the Year
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National Supplement/Magazine of the Year
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Regional Supplement/Magazine of the Year
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International Printed Innovation of the Year

25

Niche Market Newspaper of the Year
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Digital
Pictured left, the Digital and Business categories
judging panel
Back row, from left: Ana Jakimovska, director of product
management, Guardian News & Media; Barbara Feeney,
head of trade marketing and communications, Metro
& Mail Advertising; Tammy Wilson, sales director, The
Times and The Sunday Times; Steve Goodman, managing
director Print Trading, GroupM; Matt Cory, managing
director Spark, Telegraph Media Group; Stephen Wing,
managing director UK, Ireland & Nordics, Rubicon
Project; Jenny Biggam, owner, the7stars
Front row, from left: Benedicte Autret, head of strategic
relationships, News and Publishers UK and Benelux,
Google; Richard Reeves, managing director, Association
of Online Publishers (AOP); Clare O’Brien, media
consultant, ISBA; Paul Hood, management consultant,
business transformation and digital growth
Inset: David Higgerson, digital publishing director, Trinity
Mirror (Regionals)

News Website of the Year

29
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31
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33
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Best Use of Advertising Technology

35

Commercial Advertising Initiative of the Year

37
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39
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PRINT

Fujifilm Grand Prix

Fujifilm
Grand
Prix

The Total Package

Fujifilm
Grand Prix
DIGITAL

BUSINESS

The most compelling offering of
print, digital and business initiatives
Celebrating the potential of our newspaper industry

The newsbrands that are succeeding today, in what can
only be described as a highly challenging environment,
are those that have harnessed the power of their print
and digital offerings to achieve commercial success. This
is what the Fujifilm Grand Prix is all about – finding the
news publisher with the most cohesive and compelling
mix of Print, Digital and Business.
The Grand Prix has only one winner – there are no
Highly Commended or Commended entries. However,
some of the entries are worthy of special mention.
The Hereford Times showed that you do not need
to be a behemoth to succeed, with one judge praising
it for “punching well above its weight with brilliant
campaigning and engagement with its audience”.
Also singled out by the judges was the Manchester
Evening News, lauded for a being a newsbrand that has
become an essential part of a large community’s life.
One judge thought that i newspaper was “the
publishing success of the decade, growing in confidence
across all formats”. The Financial Times was complimented
for its extremely coherent offering, with unrivalled quality
and depth of analysis.
However, for the second year running the Grand Prix
is awarded to The Sun. Still the UK’s number 1 in terms of
reach, The Sun has not rested on its laurels nor become
complacent. Instead it has launched many new initiatives
focused on increasing reader engagement. There are not
many newsbrands that can rival The Sun for its incredibly
strong brand personality and it knows how to satisfy
readers and advertisers.
The Sun – just a few 2017 highlights
• Grew digital readership by 65 per cent to more than 90,000,000
• Launched a rewards club, Sun Savers, to help stem print decline
• Over 1,000,000 joined The Sun’s Snapchat audience
• Launched the Sun NHS Who Cares Wins Awards
• Revamped its Fabulous offering to make it a 360° proposition
This is what judges said about The Sun
• A clear brand vision, that is then executed across all of its platforms
• The complete package
• The Sun clearly knows its target audience
• A fantastic proposition
• The Sun has risen to the challenge and delivers to its readers and
advertising partners every day
• A brand that really shines through – bravo!

To find out more visit
www.fujifilm.co.uk/gs
or email graphicsmarketing_uk@fujifilm.com
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The
Print
Awards
Newspaper Printer of the Year
The Agfa Premier Awards

Always a hard-fought category where consistent and
excellent quality are the key criteria and with only a few
points separating the top printed portfolios, this year
was no exception. Market challenges and press closures
brought fewer entries to the table, but judges were not
disappointed with the quality on display in this prestigious
battle for print supremacy.

National Winner

St Clements Press (FT, FT Weekend)
A first-time winner and deservedly so for its beautiful printing which
many judges remarked on, along with the ability of St Clements
to print superb picture quality on salmon pink paper stock. The
submissions were praised for stand-out print and great care and
attention to detail, with judges delighted with the focus on pure
quality, and not just on cost.

Highly Commended

Trinity Mirror Printing, Watford (Daily Mirror, The Guardian)
A close second, and another stand out entry, acknowledged for its
high-quality printing across two very differently designed products –
with crisp registration and no marking of note.

Commended

Newspapers choose
Agfa Graphics.
Arkitex workflow software, Advantage platesetters or our
N95-VCF chemistry-free offset plates – all part of Agfa
Graphics’ complete production package for the newspaper industry.
Agfa Graphics also offer cloud based solutions moving Pre-Press
workflow system into the Cloud freeing up responsibility for hardware
upgrade, replacement, maintenance and IT support which ensures
you are always running the latest software at predictable costs.

www.agfagraphics.com

Harmsworth Printing (Daily Mail, Mail on Sunday) The only flexo
printed submission holding well against offset competitors with
good colour and clean copy.
Portsmouth Web (Daily Mail, Metro) Praised for excellent registration
and strong solid blacks.

Regional Winner

Mortons Print (Cage & Aviary Birds, Stratford-upon-Avon Herald,
Teesdale Mercury) For the second year in succession, Mortons was
the stand out entry. Judges remarked how the subject matter of
Cage & Aviary Birds jumped up and flew off the pages. Strikingly
sharp imagery so well printed in a portfolio enhanced by the use of
quality substrates.

Highly Commended

Webprint Ireland (The Clare Champion, The Southern Star)
Two big, strong and bold broadsheets printed superbly with clean
copy and good colour balance. Crisp ands sharp said judges, with
good blacks and consistent register.

Commended

Archant Print (East Anglian Daily Times, MCN, Eastern Daily Press)
Good ink balance on all copies, clean dailies and copious amounts of
colour to cope with on MCN.
Discovery Print (The Courier, The Press and Journal) Excellent register
and ‘read across‘ colour matches.
Iliffe Print Cambridge (Homes, China Daily, Nouvelles D’Europe)
Clean and crisp across a variety of products including Chinese script.
Interpress NI (Ulster Herald, The Impartial Reporter, The Irish News)
Great portfolio, well printed with excellent register and densities.
Sheffield Web (Rotherham Advertiser, The Yorkshire Post, Yorkshire
Reporter) Good clean copy with little marking across a varied
portfolio.
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The
Print
Awards
Young Achiever of the Year
The UPM Premier Award

YOUR CHOICE,
naturally
What if you could always achieve great print results – whatever
your budget, application, printing method or creative approach?
With UPM Paper’s comprehensive product range, you truly can.
We provide an unrivalled combination of consistent quality,

A new award for 2018, seeking to acknowledge and reward
an individual who has made significant strides in their
professional development over the past 12 months.
Daily hard work, effort and a contribution that related
directly to the production of the finished printed product
were the qualities recognised in the young executives who
were nominated for this award by their line managers.

Winner

Emma Mann, media sales consultant for Print Innovation,
Isle of Man Newspapers
Hugely passionate about printed newspapers, this 26-yearold charmed judges with an energetic ‘let’s do it’ attitude that
contributed to new ways of exploiting print capabilities to source
new revenues. She has been at the business forefront of innovation
and, working closely with print business partner Newsprinters and
key members of the Isle of Man team, she has brought in up to
£80,000 in additional print revenue.

Highly Commended

guaranteed availability, reliable deliveries and excellent service.

Luke Campbell, senior production executive, Telegraph Media Group
A talented 30-year-old with a diploma in digital origination, Luke
has quickly become a colour and quality expert since magazine
production was taken in-house last year.

Now, let’s find an optimal paper together. Your way, naturally.
www.upmpaper.com

Commended

Jason Johnson, production support team leader, Sheffield Web
An NVQ level 3 management team leader, this 30-year-old is now
entering the final year of his level 5 diploma. A highly motivated,
conscientious individual, and he showed great aptitude, taking a
pivotal role in setting up a QAD desk facility following the Johnston
Press acquisition of i newspaper.
James Moore, print technician, Interpress NI Five years experience
at Interpress and still only 26, James is highly qualified in machine
printing. He impressed judges with his educational results and award
wins, along with his desire to help drive the business forward.
Ben Peet, business excellence lead, Newsprinters, Knowsley Ben’s
impressive enthusiasm for work and study resulted in an MBA
qualification while leading a major programme of transformation
within the business.
Harry Ward, apprentice electro mechanical engineer, Harmsworth
Quays Printing A dedicated young man with an exceptional drive
and work ethic and who has gone from school leaver to valued print
plant team member in just two years. And he’s still only 19.

UPM is proud
to support
THE YOUNG
ACHIEVER
OF THE YEAR
award

UPM PAPER ENA
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another time.
another print.
With variable formats and variable paginations between products,
manroland web systems has brought its legendary folding performance
to the digital world. FormerLine and FoldLine from manroland web systems
bring high speed industrial performance for the digital production of books,
newspapers and commercial products with fully flexible product formats
and paginations at speeds up to 300 m/min. Fully integrated solutions with
the entire value chain in mind.
FormerLine and FoldLine from manroland web systems
www.manroland-web.com

The
Print
Awards
National Newspaper of the Year
The manroland web systems Premier Award

A strong field of market leading brands gave judges
plenty to pore over in the name of production excellence
across three consecutive issues. The panel searched for
attractive designs and eye-catching front pages along
with evidence of editorial campaigns, marketing initiatives
and commercial success. These heavyweights ensured
they ticked every box with the highest production values,
bold front pages, slick navigation through great content,
and overall packages that were variously described as
refreshing, distinctive, fantastic, bold and agenda-setting.
This was a hard-hitting and closely contested category and
only a few points separated the top two contenders for
this prestigious title.

Winner

The Times
Stepping up one position from 2017 to take the honour this year, The
Times increased sales over the past 12 months to become the UK’s
best-selling quality newspaper. The title has excelled at coverage of
big event news and is a quality brand that keeps on top of publishing
and journalistic developments, to produce a newspaper to envy day
after day, said judges. A stand out compact with a quality feel and
crisp layout – a class act.

Highly Commended

The Guardian
A great format change that has shaken things up, refreshing the
tried and trusted formula. What started as a cost saving exercise
clearly became the chance to rethink what a newspaper should be
in 2018, said judges. A clean look, great content and supplements
and well printed. A more appealing newspaper in tabloid format,
commented several judges.

Commended

Evening Standard A wonderful publication ’that must be one of the
best free newspapers in the world’, said one judge. Excellent national
and international coverage and a successful free model with total
distribution regularly topping 900,000 copies a day during 2017.
Financial Times A fantastic, agenda-setting year for the FT, said
judges. Irreplaceable for its discerning audience with a wider view
than most financial titles and has not forgotten its core readership.
i This newspaper continues to take on the big guns with its own
distinctive ‘one-stop’ approach and has made a commercial
transformation with impressive circulation gains and print
circulation growing by 33 per cent in 2017.
The Daily Telegraph Big, bold, striking front pages, great content with
elegant design, and using its size to great advantage – especially for
large almost bleed pictures on the front page.
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The
Print
Awards
International Newspaper of the Year
The Resolute Forest Products Premier Award

Truly a global category with submissions on the table
from South America, Asia, mainland Europe and the UK,
providing judges with a diverse range of titles to compare.
As always, the category comprised some strong contenders
praised by the panel for their superb design, content and
overall print excellence.
Judges were impressed by some innovative formats,
stunning creative and ‘structure’, high end production
values, sophisticated designs and high impact photography
and graphics. But it was a newcomer to the category that
gave the old hands a real run for their money.

Winner

Engage.
AT RESOLUTE, WE KNOW THAT FOREST PRODUCTS ARE
ESSENTIAL TO OUR DAILY LIFE. THAT’S WHY WE BELIEVE
IN RESPONSIBLE FOREST MANAGEMENT AND THE
IMPORTANCE OF BALANCING ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC PRIORITIES.
WE ENGAGE WITH CUSTOMERS, CONSUMERS AND
STAKEHOLDERS TO ENSURE TRULY SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES.

Leeuwarder Courant (Holland)
Exceptionally printed, with consistent ‘read across‘ header tint panels
and great use of white space that gave a clean and structured feel to
the nicely designed Berliner-sized newspaper.

Highly Commended

Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung (Germany)
Always a top finisher, a regular winner and now highly commended
for the second year running. This large format publication again
impressed judges with its bold creative, exceptional printing and
beautifully designed pages.

Commended

China Daily Another year-on-year consistent performer with high
editorial values, clean pages, good use of graphics and engaging
presentation. The title impressed with impactful front pages.
Dagblad Van Het Noorden (Holland) A beautifully designed Berliner
that truly knows how to make the most of the format. First time in
the awards and a deserving finalist.
FT Universal acclaim from the judges for the instantly recognisable
and superbly printed salmon pink business paper.
The Guardian Weekly Looking good after its move to Trinity Mirror
Printing, the Weekly is now a trimmed product and still beautifully
designed.
Kleine Zeiting (Austria) Another newcomer to the awards. Small by
name, small in size but big on innovation and production quality,
with good use of white space and a clean design.

PROUD SPONSOR OF THE 2018 INTERNATIONAL
NEWSPAPER OF THE YEAR AWARD

PAPER

PULP

TISSUE

WOOD

www.resolutefp.com
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The
Print
Awards
Sunday Newspaper of the Year
The Prinovis Premier Award

This heavyweight weekend category showcases the range
of quality broadsheets and tabloids from both national
and regional publishers that are enduringly synonymous
with British Sunday life. Contenders for this award proved
there is a market for well produced newspapers with
sections and columns for all the family. Submissions were
judged on high standards of print production, design
and content and judges also wanted to see commercial
innovation and business success. Just one point separated
the winner and second placed newspapers.

Proud to be sponsoring the
Sunday Newspaper of the Year award

Winner

The Sunday Times
Described by judges as the total package, and a stand out serious
agenda-setting Sunday with pure quality throughout. Something
for everyone with a huge variety of award-winning journalism.
High production values and great print. And let’s not forget the
magazines. A fantastic Sunday read.

Highly Commended

The Observer
A big Sunday package with a refreshing feel after its move to tabloid.
The beautiful layout makes the paper easy to navigate in its new
format. A great read with its superb magazine on a Sunday morning
with a hot coffee!

Commended

Prinovis UK; a passionate, experienced and
innovative provider of print services

Sunday Sun, Newcastle Very much a traditional tabloid. Bold, bright
and fabulous for local north east sport. A great value for money
publication meeting market needs.
The Mail on Sunday A big Sunday read, perfect content and style for
for its mid-market audience. A well-produced, well-printed value for
money package of 100-plus pages with two magazines.
The Sun on Sunday This bright tabloid is brash, playful, with mustread show biz reporting and all you would expect from this red top
national brand.
The Sunday Telegraph Wonderful, clean and clear sections and
beautifully produced. A well-crafted package catering perfectly to
its discerning target audience.
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The
Print
Awards
Regional Daily Newspaper Of The Year
The Aktrion Premier Award

A large category with more than 25 of the best UK and
Irish newspapers on the table. Keen-eyed judges were
seeking the very highest levels of print production and
were meticulous in scrutinising every page of every entry.
Also under the microscope were design and content with
judges awarding points for high story count, campaigning
initiatives, layouts, fonts and ease of navigation. There
were commercial considerations too, with sales and
distribution figures analysed for stability and valuable
points given for revenue-generating initiatives that were
supporting the brand in extremely tough conditions.

Winner

The Press and Journal (Aberdeen)
The stunning print quality of last year’s runner up caught the judges’
attention as did an exemplary news service, the neat design and eyecatching pages. This newspaper was packed full of content. The huge
investment in local editions offering zoned advertising and a real
focus on the community the P&J serves were also praised.

Highly Commended

East Anglian Daily Times
An intelligent campaigning newspaper, nicely designed and well
printed with clean pages and good use of white space. Great
local content ensures the EADT continues to play a key role in
the community. Real efforts to innovate commercially were also
commended.

Commended

News & Star (West Cumbria) Clean, colourful and consistent
throughout. A classy newspaper with innovative paper size that
champions local businesses.
The Courier (Dundee) Crisp, elegant design and strong commercial
results brought this title to the fore as did the quality of printing
from the same DC Thomson stable as the winner.
The Irish News The best performing regional daily in the UK and
Ireland and judges could see why – superb content, design and great
printing credentials. A bold title, but not brash, and confident in its
approach.
The Yorkshire Post Clearly a newspaper that is cherished and cared
for by those who produce it. Judges remarked on great content,
striking headlines and first class printing. This newspaper represents
Yorkshire in every way.
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The
Print
Awards
Weekly Newspaper of the Year
The WRH Global UK Award

Weekly newspapers are the heartbeat of the communities
they serve and the breadth and quality of those put
before judges proved that – if you get the local content
right – there are still readers eager to get their weekly
fix of parish pump news. With the biggest number of
entries of any category, judges delved deep inside all
copies for evidence of quality print production and how
well the papers served their local market, how strong they
were in terms of stable sales and distribution, and how
commercially savvy they were.

Winner

Cambridge Independent
Reclaiming the title it won last year, this magnificent stitched and
trimmed magazine-style weekly scored highly with all judges,
including the only 100 per cent perfect score of any category.
Typically 104-128 pages each week, the paper has built close
business relationships and is partnering for nearly all major events
in the vibrant city. The Independent stood out from the crowd on
the judging table, not least because of its innovative format and
continued investment in a bright 52 gsm improved paper.

Highly Commended

New Milton Advertiser & Lymington Times
This newspaper wowed judges by entering two new bright and
colourful editions with the last of the huge broadsheet black and
white copies. Although 18 per cent smaller in page size, pagination
has increased aplenty since relaunch. A marvellous weekly at the
heart of its rural New Forest towns.

Commended

Ham & High A tried and trusted brand that still looks bright and
fresh while serving its distinctive north London community.
Isle of Man Examiner A strong sense of community, great island
content and design, and innovative commercials make this first time
entrant a worthy finalist.
Lynn News A high standard of production quality, clean and crisp
52 gsm copies, punchy colour and loads of local content well
presented by this popular bi-weekly.
Stratford-upon-Avon Herald An attractive and beautifully printed
broadsheet, last year’s runner up was a good example of a local
paper at the heart of its community.
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The
Print
Awards
National Supplement/Magazine of the Year
The Sun Chemical Awards

Recognising the huge constraints in budget and
production time for weekly supplements, there are two
awards in this category for the first time this year: weekly
and non-weekly.
Judges remarked that the ‘coffee-table’ non-weekly
entries would stand up against the glossiest of standalone
magazines, while the weekly titles showed just what
exceptional quality can be achieved in such a short timeframe.
These magazines lift the weekend papers and create
compelling publishing packages.

Non-Weekly Winner

Ultratravel (The Daily Telegraph)
Winner by just one point, judges remarked on the incredible picture
quality of Ultratravel, with one commenting “everything you could
possibly want from a travel mag”.

Highly Commended

Who can benefit from the capabilities of
the world’s largest provider of printing
inks, coatings and pigments?
You can.

Luxx (The Times)
Luxx combines elegant layout and commercial savvy with genuinely
interesting features. “Very sophisticated, very stylish, very intelligent
and beautifully produced.”

Commended

How To Spend It (Financial Times) Although not in its traditional top
spot this year, HTSI still impressed with its stunning photography
and top-notch production.
Luxury (The Daily Telegraph) Another beauty from The Telegraph
stable, Luxury has excellent print quality throughout.
ST (Telegraph Media Group) Well printed and a huge diversity of
content.

Weekly Winner

working for you.

Feast (The Guardian)
A stunning performance for a just-launched supplement. Feast
features wonderful design and photography and is perfect for its
target audience. The fabulous reproduction had one judge’s mouth
watering!

Highly Commended

You Magazine (The Mail on Sunday)
This strong and well-established brand impressed with its bold front
pages, interesting content and consistent high-quality printing.

Commended

ES (Evening Standard) With clean, elegant design, ES has agendasetting content and shows strong commercial results.
Review (The Guardian) Judges liked the handy, innovative size and
in-depth features of Review.
Stella (The Sunday Telegraph) With top-notch print, Stella has quality
content presented in a fun and accessible way.
The Observer Magazine Featuring great use of white space, this
supplement is wonderfully presented, said judges.
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The
Print
Awards

LIMITED
ONLY
BY
YOUR
IMAGINATION.

Regional Supplement/Magazine of the Year
The Precision Colour Printing Award

Judges found that some of the publications in this
category were every bit as good as many of their national
counterparts. They commented that it was astonishing
just how much time, effort and resource some regional
publishers are willing to invest in these magazines. But
when you consider the commercial success that many are
demonstrating, the investment makes absolute sense.
Judges found this category one of the hardest to judge
because of the sheer quality and quantity of stunning
‘coffee-table’ magazines in contention. In fact, they could
not split the top two entries.

Joint Winners

Bury & West Suffolk Magazine (BBP Magazines)
This distinctive title has vivid front covers that stand out, with varied
content and crisp layout. “An absolute beauty,” enthused judges.
Velvet Magazine (Iliffe Media)
In a closely fought contest, this vibrant magazine, packed full of
well-written content, looks and feels like a premium product. One
judge said that Velvet’s print was quite exceptional. A magazine that
knows its target audience.

We really are passionate
about the power of print.
We’ve worked hard to earn our
reputation as one of the most
respected and established printing
companies in the UK, and our wealth
of knowledge and experience,
coupled with a dynamic futurefocused approach has seen us
become the printer of choice for
many leading firms.

Commended

Cornwall Today (Devon and Cornwall Media) An all-round package
that is well designed and edited. A seriously impressive effort from
just two staff and a freelance.
Swansea Life (Media Wales) A huge offering with quality content
throughout and high production values.
Uptown (Newsquest) Uptown has a splendid presentation that
gives it a classy look. Judges also remarked on the quality of its front
covers.
Yorkshire Living (Newsquest) With attractive front covers and
interesting stories, Yorkshire Living is printed superbly throughout.
Yorkshire Living Harrogate Edition (Newsquest) With an aspirational
look and content to match, here’s a magazine that’s in touch with
its audience.

After substantial investment in new
technology we can now offer high
build gloss and drip off special
finishes in house, reducing time and
the overall cost to our customers.
We understand that your printed
magazine, catalogue or brochure
needs to capture the true heart of
your business, and the essence of
all that you do.

Precision Colour Printing Ltd
Haldane, Halesfield 1
Telford, Shropshire
TF7 4QQ

T: 01952 585585
F: 01952 680497
www.pcpltd.net

@precisionColour
Precision Colour Printing Ltd
Precision Colour Printing
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The
Print
Awards
International Printed Innovation of the Year
The Printing Charity Award
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one, while 70
people
going
were
aged
missing from care.
Those who’d been
between one and
“They might be
adopted went missing
four.
running away because
on just 20 occasions
Most children went
they are unhappy in
missing for between
their care placement, or
one and two days, making up
because they have been placed far
32,050 of the 60,720 cases.
from home and want to get back to
There were 22,180 occasions where family or friends.
missing children returned home
“They might also be running to
within the day.
someone who intends to cause them
At the other end of the spectrum, 490 harm - young people face serious risks
kids vanished for more than 30 days.
of abuse while they are missing,
Iryna Pona, policy manager at The including child sexual exploitation.”
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Sächsische Zeitung QR and VR (Germany)
Commended in 2015 for its in-house developed 3D print, this new
Quick Response Code and Virtual Reality readership-boosting project
has moved on tremendously to draw in younger readers to the
printed newspaper and gain many more revenue-boosting digital
consumers too.

facebook.com/ManchesterEveningNews

c?JN

Highly Commended

M.E.N.

News

TTJ

Trinity Mirror Data Unit
The judges simply loved this initiative that was expanded into
new areas in 2017. From a team of just two in 2013 to a dozen now,
including graphic designers, coders and a videographer, this is a
remarkable success story, adding real journalistic punch and value to
Trinity Mirror’s regional papers while also attracting new, younger,
visually-focused readers looking for real facts in an age of fake news
and spin. A fantastic initiative said judges, and a model for others
to follow.
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Winner

Trinity Mirror Data Unit
facebook.com/ManchesterEveningNews
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Judges were united in their praise for the innovation
and creativity displayed by the submissions in this
global category. Judges were looking for entries that
demonstrated the most innovative, creative or commercial
implementation of print for newspapers while also
demonstrating commercial benefits to printers and
publishers.
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Weekly Prints

Data Unit

Commended

Aftonbladet (Sweden) Five Plus A superb once-a-week print
supplement bringing together culture and entertainment that is
a dynamic mix between two previously incompatible newspaper
worlds.
Frankfurter Allgemeine Quarterly (Germany) Not just your usual
coffee table magazine – but an absolute premium quality square
backed publication that has poured substantial profit into the
coffers.
iweekend Judges were full of praise for i’s launch of its weekend
edition in autumn 2017. They loved the design and high story count,
plus the impressive mix of short articles with longer weekend reads.
Big weekend circulation and revenue gains too.
The Telegraph (India) This eight-page super panoramic broadsheet
gatefold for an estate agent is a first of its kind in India, produced at
full speed on an 80,000 cph press.
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The
Print
Awards
Niche Market Newspaper of the Year
The PJ Award

This year, as always, saw a fantastically diverse range of
titles put before judges, most of which demonstrated
superb production values while also illustrating in-depth
knowledge of their markets. The question was simple –
how well do these publications understand and cater for
their target audiences? Judges were impressed by some of
the content and images that ‘jumped off’ the pages.

Winner

Cage & Aviary Birds
This vibrant, punchy and fantastic all-round quality title wowed the
judges and was a runaway winner. It was consistently well printed
with stunning front pages and some eye-catching spreads. Some
images looked like they were about to fly off round the room, said
one judge. The panel loved the fabulous photography, the superb
production values and the wonderful imaginative content that hits
the spot for bird lovers.

Highly Commended

Fishing News
Praised for its layout, clean structured design and quality printing,
the 2016 winner continues to be a market leader with brilliant
content and a strong commercial strategy.

Commended

China Daily A sophisticated look and crisp printing, the China Daily
is full of excellent content for its core market.
Hackney Citizen A beautiful paper, said the judges, that is well
designed and printed and central to the community it serves.
Photography News Consistent quality, bright, informative and a
great read, this publication knows its target audience well. A great
effort considering the publication is just three years old.
The New European With its innovative, eye-catching fronts and
quality content, The New European continues to buck the trend and
shows that print does work.
TLS Always excellent, both in terms of production values and
editorial design, and with a commendable increase in circulation, this
116-year-old newspaper knows its audience.
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We collaborate with
the news industry to
build a stronger future
for journalism through
products, partnerships
and programs.

The
Digital
Awards
News Website of the Year
The Google Award

This was one of the strongest years for entries in this
highly competitive category. It was not just the big
newsbrands that stood out; some of the smaller regional
news websites impressed the judges even though they
have to operate with far less resource.
The websites that shone through were those that
combined excellent news coverage with innovative and
creative delivery and real commercial nous.

Winner

FT
Taking top spot for the second year running, the FT is skilled at
taking the essence of its usefulness in print and making it work
online. It’s clear that the FT has invested to ensure that the customer
experience is seamless and delivered with lightning fast speed.
It consistently defies the norm when it comes to digital subscription
models.

Highly Commended

The Guardian
Beautifully redesigned, The Guardian website showcases the values
of the company, centred around constructive and investigative
journalism, that holds the powerful to account. It’s good to see
The Guardian’s proud legacy news brand find a sustainable
commercial model.

Commended

Belfast Live A website that delivers and is gaining an advantage over
rivals by being fleet of foot in meeting audience needs.
Express & Star The innovative use of publishing technology puts the
Express & Star firmly ahead of the curve. The E&S also demonstrated
a substantial year-on-year increase in digital revenue.
inews Establishing itself as a unique proposition in a busy market
appears to be working – great audience and revenue growth.
In Your Area (Trinity Mirror) A smart hyperlocal news gathering
portal that combines clever content curation with original news
creation.
The Independent The Independent has produced some compelling
web-only content initiatives and is one of the best examples of social
media use resulting in considerable audience growth.
The Times Judges said it’s fantastic to see The Times diversifying
its revenue streams and having real success in driving strong
subscription sign-ups.

g.co/newsinitiative
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The
Digital
Awards
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International Digital Innovation of the Year
The Drag+drop Award

Innovations from around the world were on display
in this category – from as far afield as Brazil and India.
Some of the entries highlighted how news brands are
innovating to succeed in a challenging and constantly
changing industry, while other established news media
services demonstrated how they are evolving to offer new
products to news publishers.
Judges were encouraged by the many entries that were
using novel approaches to unlock a huge potential in news
gathering for the benefit of users.

Winner

Reuters Connect – A single destination for your content needs
An innovative project, creating a comprehensive real-time library of
content assets and then making them available on an affordable
basis. This demonstrates clever use of available technology to build a
truly global resource. An invaluable tool for journalists with potential
to improve news journalism.

Highly Commended

The Guardian – New business model
This has been a new business model turnaround year for
The Guardian, which has transformed its revenue model by
building reader subscriptions. This is a genuine attempt to find an
alternative way to monetise quality journalism that is innovative in
its execution and backed up by impressive figures.

Commended

Tindle
Newspapers
Ltd

Aftonbladet (Sweden) – What’s on the Plate This project tells an
under-reported story brilliantly, breaking it down into easy-tonavigate chapters resulting in powerful and compelling content.
Correio (Brazil) – WhatsApp A neat idea that monetises WhatsApp.
A fine example of journalism going where the audience is.
Other World – Next generation news One judge commented that
OtherWorld hints at how we might consume some of our local
news in the not too distant future, declaring the entry to be both
pioneering and innovative.
Press Association – Digital transformation A powerful digital
transformation story, which sees the PA’s core services being
delivered as a multimedia offering.
Trinity MIrror In Your Area – Redefining local news and information
A bold experiment with great potential. A combination of clever
content curation and aggregation with original news creation.

Suite 6/7 Chichester House : 45 Chichester Road : Southend-On-Sea : Essex : SS1 2JU
☎ 08000 43 22 12
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The
Digital
Awards
News App of the Year
The PCS Award

First thing in the morning and last thing at night, many
of us turn to our mobile devices for the very latest news.
News apps are becoming increasingly popular destinations
for this news and this category features entries from some
of the best apps currently available in the marketplace.
It was important that the apps offered more than just a
simple digital reproduction of a printed newspaper. Judges
looked for a clear business strategy and strong commercial
results combined with sharp design and ease of use.

PRINT

1

Winner

The Times & The Sunday Times
A beautiful and functional app, showcasing The Times’ journalism
in an app-friendly format. It has fantastic design, is easy to navigate
and is a rare example of an app successfully embodying the design
principles of a print product. The app has a clear business model with
results that speak for themselves.

D i g i ta l

Highly Commended
NEWS

The Telegraph
This app has a clear strategy to create a differentiated offering for
a younger, mobile audience. The elegant design with enhanced
functionality has led to an impressive performance. The app delivers
an excellent user experience and is everything you would want and
expect from a news app.

Commended

Serving the publishing industry through
45 years of transformation

China Daily Showcasing plenty of innovation, China Daily
demonstrates that apps need to be much more than just smarter
versions of their main websites.
Racing Post In a world where business models for journalism are still
being sought, the Racing Post has put betting at the heart of an app
that is packed with quality journalism.
The Guardian This ingenious app brings VR experiences to wider
audiences – great use of content.
The Independent Daily Edition A fine, functional app that provides a
simple way to navigate the Independent’s journalism.

Well done to all of tonight’s winners
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The
Digital
Awards
Outstanding Use of Social Media

Best Use of Advertising Technology

As this was the inaugural year for this category, it was
perhaps understandable that entries were not huge in
number – but they made up for that with their quality.
The judges were presented with an interesting mix of
entries from major news brands to much smaller regional
news media organisations.
One judge commented that it was refreshing to see
newsrooms that have made social media a newsroomwide priority, rather than the preserve of just one team.
Many of the entries demonstrated that simple,
meaningful and thoughtful use of social media can
undeniably enhance content.

The role Ad Tech plays in the news media industry
continues to grow in importance, especially to the bottom
line. Although some still see Ad Tech as a bit of a ‘black art’
and complex to comprehend, the key role it can play in
business success is undeniable.
Ad Tech entries that impressed judges this year were
those that simply explained the relevant technology
while focusing on the business benefits derived from the
technology. The entries that bamboozled with technical
jargon were marked down.

The newsawards Trophy

The Trinity Mirror Award

Winner

AppNexus – Prebid Video
Commended last year, AppNexus has risen to top spot with a
technology that is helping publishers monetise their inventory more
effectively while also addressing a key concern for advertisers by
reducing latency. This is a welcome innovation for publishers needing
to diversify their revenues.

Winner

FT
The FT’s strategy of building subscription through social media is
eye-catching. The Instagram initiative to bring serious journalism
to a more youthful non-city audience is clearly successful. The FT is
showing real commitment to understanding and innovating on a
platform to drive audience growth and extend the brand.

Joint Highly Commended

MNA Media – Pulse
Pulse is a smart use of PCS technology to improve internal process,
consolidate workflow, drive efficiencies and open up new commercial
opportunities. A spirited entry that clearly illustrates the impact that
Pulse has had and is having on future-proofing business at MNA.
Papermule – PADN (Publishers Advertising Data Network)
One judge declared: “An out and out winner in my opinion.” Good use
of technology to solve and automate a manual process, saving time
and resource for the customer.

Highly Commended

The Telegraph
The Telegraph’s social strategy is diverse and pioneering. Its use of
Snapchat is particularly effective, with content now reaching great
swathes of younger audiences. And, most importantly, it is delivering
tangible business and commercial results.

Commended

Chronicle Live Chronicle Live’s commitment to making the most
of social media by having a two-way relationship with readers is
commendable.
Mirror Online Editorial and format innovation combined with good
social platform amplification.
The Independent The social media team at The Independent clearly
understand its audience and how to present content that is highly
shareable.
Warrington Guardian It’s good to see the Warrington Guardian
reaching out to its audience through social channels and using the
callouts for positive stories.
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The
Business
Awards

Commended

Newsquest Solutions – Audience Solutions Ad Tech that offers
great audience targeting and integration with Facebook. A well put
together entry.
Rubicon Project Rubicon Project’s technology, which greatly
improves transparency across the digital supply chain, is admirable.
Teads – Outstream Video Advertising Making outstream video work
seamlessly has been Teads major contribution to effective video ads.
The further integration of Chatbox is a great innovation.
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Production Production Production
The Papermule Award

The finalists in this category were dominated by the more
established, larger news brands, but judges were also
pleased to see entries from smaller regional organisations.
Judges were looking for initiatives that showcased the
news brand and client working closely together to produce
exciting, cross-platform commercial advertising initiatives.
Some of the most successful entries showed how
difficult topics such as cancer, poverty and cyber security
can be used effectively in a thoughtful, sometimes fun and
creative fashion.

Brought to you by

Winner

The Sunday Times/Skoda – The Alternative Rich List
This was an exceptional project with massive appeal and bangon-brand for Skoda. A creative multiplatform solution that was a
masterclass in branded content. This was a bold move to enrich a
well-established brand like The Sunday Times Rich List with a strong
social message.

Highly Commended

Trinity Mirror/Prostate Cancer UK – Game over for Prostate Cancer
A powerful campaign delivered with great aplomb together with
close engagement and participation from key sports writers and the
editor of the Daily Mirror. A serious issue superbly tackled with a fun
campaign, especially the ‘keepie uppie’ challenge.

Commended

Congratulations

Newsquest Solutions – Reach Edge An excellent, ground-breaking
initiative, providing great value to SMEs.
The Sunday Times/Samsung Galaxy – Gatefold A piece of
outstanding print innovation that delivered a real ‘surprise’ in its
execution.
The Telegraph/Samsung Knox – Cyber security campaign This was
supremely effective in bringing brand to the heart of an important
relevant discussion.
Trinity Mirror/Cadbury Roses – A Month of More Thank Yous
By using the knowledge of its readership, Trinity Mirror was able
to deliver engaging activity backed by strong results.
Trinity Mirror/UK TV – Commercial content partnership An
interesting partnership with impact that used a superb multichannel approach.

Rich in experience, rich in spirit, rich in life...
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Brand Partnership of the Year
The Newsprinters Award

The
Business
Awards

2018 was a fantastic year for entries in this category with
outstanding quality and many stand out campaigns
on show. Judges wanted to see creativity and sound
commercial results combined with ample evidence of
brand enhancement.
Traditionally dominated by winning entries generated
from major national newspaper brands, this year was
different, with the winner coming from a regional news
media brand.

Winner

Cornwall Live/Carrs Volkswagen – Cool Dogs
Judges deemed the Cool Dogs campaign to be a seriously good idea
that was near perfect in its execution. It was topical, engaging and
proactive, enhancing both brands successfully. “A lovely idea that
was a bit special and had something a little bit cheeky about it.”

Highly Commended

The Sunday Times & The Sun/Movember – Giving Movember its
mojo back
This was a fine initiative with great content that reinvigorated the
brand. It used talent and ‘Joe Public’ cleverly across B2B and B2C
and demonstrated impressive results. A partnership that clearly
resonated with its audience.

Commended

The Mail & Metro/MediaCom/TUI – Discover the ‘Un-Scene’
A highly creative solution to the brief, with results that “spoke for
themselves”.
The Telegraph/IBM – What Makes Great This campaign tapped into
the Telegraph’s archive to deliver a unique and compelling solution.
The Telegraph/Specsavers – Rugby Ref Challenge “Brilliant” was
the succinct comment from one judge, for a campaign that created
wider awareness of rugby while delivering superb brand association.
The Telegraph/Visit the USA – USA campaign Changing the
perceived negative of a Trump win into a real positive, this was a
smartly constructed campaign.
The Times/The Sunday Times/Kia – The Power to Surprise
A superlative example of how a branded content partnership can
work in a way ‘display’ simply cannot.
Trinity Mirror/Prostate Cancer UK – Game Over for Prostate Cancer
A successful partnership using many of the Mirror’s editorial
properties to deliver fantastic results, including direct involvement
from the editor.
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